
• Small colourful pieces of paper
• Glue
• Scissors
• 1 x colourful card
• (Optional) Felt tip pens
• (Optional) Print outs of our heart    

template

You will need:

1) First, we need to get plenty of heart cut outs to be the 
flowers in our bouquet. Draw around the template provided 
and then cut around to make your heart flowers. This is a 
great activity to use up scrap pieces of colourful paper.

3) Fold this small piece of paper in half.

2) Alternatively, to cut out your heart shapes, get a small 
piece of colourful paper.

4) Then draw half a heart shape, with the fold line of the 
paper at the centre of the heart. It looks like a simplified 
ear shape. Then cut around the outline you have drawn 
through both layers of paper. Do not cut the fold line.
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5) You will need plenty of hearts to make your bouquet.

7) Now, get the piece of paper or card you will be 
arranging your bouquet on and add the hearts. Practise 
arranging them until you think you have a nice bunch of 
flowers.

6) If you have used plain paper for your heart cut outs, you 
may want to add interesting patterns to your hearts using 
felt tip pens. This step is optional.

8) Next, you will need thin strips of green paper. These will 
be the stems of your heart flowers.

9) Trim the strips of paper to the length you need and 
arrange them so they come from the flowers and cross over 
at a point, like a bunch of flowers.
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10) When you are happy with your arrangement, glue all of 
the snips of paper down. If you would like your heart 
flowers to be a bit 3D, fold them down the centre and then 
only add glue along the centre line. They will lift slightly 
from the paper like butterfly wings.

We hope this information on this resource is helpful. However, some ingredients and/or materials used 
might cause allergic reactions, so if you have concerns about your own or somebody else’s health or 
wellbeing, always speak to a qualified health professional. Remember, activities listed within the resource 
should always be supervised by an appropriate adult.

11) Then, use a few more snips of paper to add a line or a 
bow to the point where your green strips cross over. You can 
add some more decoration using felt tip pens if you would 
like.

12) Then just add your beautiful card design to the front of 
a folded piece of card. Now you just need to decide who to 
send your beautiful Valentine’s day card to.

Scan for more Valentine’s 
Craft ideas!
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Heart template

Don’t forget to share your creations with us #TwinklCrafts
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